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ABSTRACT. In statistical mechanics identical results are obtained by methods formu­
lated from widely different considerations. To investigate why and how it is possible, is impor­
tant. The equivalence of the methods of most probable values, of Gibbs, and of mean values 
is established here, utilising some recent work in the theory of statistical estimation.
r N T R O D U T I O N
In statistical mechanics, problems are solved by methods, formulated from 
widely different considerations (Born 19b4, Schrodinger 1947, Diitta 1968). All 
the methods are closely related to the following gom r^al methods*:
(i) the method of most probable valu(\s, (ii) Oibbs' method with canonical 
distribution, (iii) the mc'thod of m(‘an values.
They yield identical results. A physicist uses om‘ or the other according to his 
convenience. There ar<^  controversies over superiority of one on th(‘ others. 
Born (1964) and Schrodinger (1947) considered them (equally useful and reliable 
but opined slightly in favour of the method (iii). In its 1‘avour, Khinchiu (1949) 
criticised the method (i) and (ii) in a way not properly justified. Schrodinger 
(1947) considered the question of equivalence of these methods as attractive 
and illuminating, c./., ‘it is a question of a very general theorem of fundamental 
importance’ . Discussions about this question are scattered in the work of physi­
cists but they involve many unnecessary considerations and so arc not satisfac­
tory and conclusive from general statistical and mathematical standpoint.
Due to recent work of Dutta (1953, 1955, 1959, 1960, 1965) and Jaynes (1967,
1963) on statistical mechanics from essential statistical (probabilistic) stand-point, 
it is now possible to discuss the question purely from statistics. In this paper, 
after a brief report of relevant points from physics and statistics, some salient and 
significant points about the methods will bo just pointed out and this question 
of equivalence is discussed from the perspective of some recent work in statistics.
32
*The86 will be referred to in the text as method (t), method {ii), method {iii),
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Sonifi casual but significant discussions on this (jucstion are 8(!cn in the works 
of Boltzmann (1927) and Gibbs (1900) and in a more systematic way in Ehrenfesi 
and Ehrenfost (1959). Khinchin criticised Gibbs for the introduction of the cano­
nical distribution on ignoring Gibbs’ arguments about it$ sufficiency and without 
noticing its necessity (Dutta 1966). In different nnnnOirs on the subject in­
cluding Khinchin’s own (1959), this distribution is obtai|ied from different consi­
derations. Schrodinger (1947) and Born (1964) (^ h^ arly ttated the fact of having 
identical results by diffei*ent methods but the. former iscribed its cause to the 
ins(visibility of thermodynamic function and the latcv* t^ p the existence of a very 
sharp maximum of the distribution function. A good discussion is incorporated 
III a recent book by Dutta (1967).
R E L E V A N T  F A C T H  F R O M  8  T A T I S T I O vS
In the theory of statistical inference from a set of observations on a sample, 
the form of distribution is guessed in a process of specification and its parameters 
ai'c determined by methods of the theory of estimation (Fisher, 1938). Of the 
ini'thods, the following ajipear to bo relevant and important for the present purpose:
(i)' the motliod of maximum entropy estimation, (ii)' the method of maximum 
likelihood with exponential distribution, (iii)' the method based on Gauss’ 
principle of arithmetic moan (Kullback 1959, Dutta 1966b).*
In statistics, the method (i)' is formulated recently (Kullback 1959), following the 
work of Jaynes (1957). In it, according to Shanon, th(' entropy of any probability 
distiibution {pj} amongst sample values indexed hy j  is taken as
> S f —Epj logpy ... (1)
and tht' distribution is determined by maximising (1) subject to subsidary restric­
tions
s  T,r
0
Ti, i =  1, ..., ii (2)
w Ik h i  ^Tij’ s  arc quantities connected with the sample and T ’s, their averages, are 
supposed to be known.
The basic principle of the method (iii)' is to determine the parameters by maximis­
ing the likelihood function, which Fisher (1938) took as the conditional probability 
of the sample for a sot of values of parameters of distribution ot the form, specified 
suitably. For the present purpose, the law of distribution is taken to be expo­
nential.
The principal of the arithmetic mean was first introduced by Gauss in the 
theory of observations. Its significance as a method of estimations is due to 
Keynes (1921) and others (Kendal 1960, Dutta 1966b).
♦These methods will be referred to as method (i)'. method (ii)', method (iii)' respectively.
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Kendal (1960) noticed that the method (iii)' would jdeld results obtained by 
tlui method (ii)'. Kullback (1959) pointed out that the method (i)' would yield 
results obtained by the method (ii)'. The equivalence of the methods (i)', (ii)',
(iii)' was established by Dutta (1966b) from general mathematical considerations.
3. ON M E T H O D S  (i) A NM) (i)'
Fur an assembly of N similar particles corresponding to the energy states {ej] 
of a particle, let the occupational numbers be {Uj}. With the notation, pj =  Wj/iV, 
by Boltzmann hypothesis, as usual, one writes
S —k log w “  ’—k'Lpj log Pj (3)
This is same as the equation (1) (except the constant factor k. In the method 
(i), pj's are obtained by maximising (3) subject to restrictions of the form (2). 
Thus, it is the same as the method (i)'.
4. ON T H E  M E T H O D S (ii) A N D (ii)'
Gibbs (1090) introduced two distributions, canonical and mierocanonical but 
he himself considered the latter as a special case of the former. His canonical 
distribution is
<j) JS7
wp ^ c  ® = n e)
Without following the usual procedure, one may consider (4) as tht' likelihood 
function of Fisher for the samj)l(j (complexion) and write down the equation for 
the parameter of distribution, (i/r being thc^  nonnalising factor), by th(^  ^ principles 
of maximum likelihood as
d\Jf _  \Jf—E
5 © ©
... (5)
Then, as Born (1964) proposed it, one may identify the right-hand side as the 
negative entropy. Thus, Gibbs’ method with this slight modification is same as 
the method (ii)'.
5. ON M E T H O D S  (iii) A N D  (iii)'
In the method (iii), the mean values are taken as the normal values 
for physical quantities. From the probabilistic stand point, the normal values 
are nothing but most likely (probably) values. Thus, the basis of the method 
(iii) is a form of the principle of arithmetical mean. Khinchin also accepted 
this basis and replaced only the mathematical technique of evaluation. Thus, 
the method (iii) and its modification by Khinchin are basically the method
(Hi)'. The relations between these different mathematical techniques may be 
taken as an interesting mathematical investigations.
6. ON E Q U I V A L E N C E
Equivalence of methods (i)', (ii)' has been discussed in the section 3. It im­
plies the equivalence of methods (i), (ii) and (iii) as their correspondences are shown 
in s( c^tions 4, 5 and 6. Direct calculations regarding this question of equivalence 
arc not difficult (Dutta, 1968).
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C O N C L U S I O N
Identical results, obtained by methods (i), (ii), (iii), in statistical mechanics 
are not due to something peculiar to thermodynamics or mechanics but are due to 
(i(]uivalences of staiistical methods used therein. Even the definition of ontroj)y 
is intimately related to the likelihood function through the Borel-Canteli central 
l h(‘or(‘in of statistics (Dutta 19()6b). Better iinderstanding on these points is 
( Xj)(^ ct(Kl from deeper studios from probabilistic and statistical considerations.
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